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ANNEX I 
 

LCIA 81010 REMEDY DECISION POINTS 
 
 

1.          Whether to Assume That the Programs at Issue Will Continue Indefinitely, or Will 
Terminate Where Termination is Provided by Law? 

 
• Professor Topel calculates a remedy for two different scenarios: one in which the programs 

terminate at the end of 2009 and one in which the programs are deemed to be permanent.  
(Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 213; Stmt. of Defence ¶ 461). 

• It is unreasonable to include as permanent those programs that have terminated or are scheduled 
to terminate. (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 461; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 633; Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 
213-220; Kalt Report ¶ 156 (Ex. R-2)).  The Ontario Forest Sector Prosperity Fund and Loan 
Guarantee Program have fixed budgets and termination dates imposed by Ontario statute. 
(Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 214; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 73, 78.)  The Québec measures either 
have already expired, or are limited by fixed budget allocations.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 
215). 

• Article XIV(22)-(24) does not provide the Tribunal with the authority to order compensatory 
adjustments based on the assumption that a new measure will be created that is the same or 
similar to the measure that was found in breach, or that the existing measures will not expire as 
they are scheduled to do.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 217). 

• Professor Topel’s “permanent case” violates the international law principle of pacta sunt servanda 
because it assumes that even if the Tribunal finds the Challenged Programs to violate the SLA, 
Canada will renew or extend the duration of these programs. (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 219). 

• Professor Kalt properly models the programs by assuming that they will cease either when they 
expire or when the program’s budget is used up.  He properly accounts for any effects on the 
Export Measures that continue even after the expiration of the program.  (Canada Post-Hearing 
Brief ¶ 220). 

 
 



 

 

 

2.         Whether to Include Benefits and Effects That Occur After the Expiration of the Softwood 
Lumber Agreement? 

 
• Professor Topel’s permanent case assumes that the Tribunal should require adjustments to 

compensate for effects that will occur after the expiration of the SLA. (Canada Post-Hearing Brief 
¶ 221). 

 
• Professor Topel’s assumption is inconsistent with the text of the SLA.  The breach of Article XVII 

is an “action to circumvent or offset the commitments under the SLA 2006, including any action 
having the effect of reducing or offsetting the Export Measures.”  After the SLA has expired, 
Canada’s actions could not reduce or offset the Export Measures because those measures will 
not be in effect.  If the SLA is not in effect, it cannot be circumvented.  (Canada Post-Hearing 
Brief ¶¶ 223-225). 

 
 



 

 

 

3.           Whether to Impose Compensatory Adjustments for Past Effects? 

 
• The SLA is a prospective-only dispute settlement system, and there is no provision to compensate for 

the past effects of a breach. (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 350-375; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 396-437; Canada 
Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 227-245). 

 
• The SLA is lex specialis and customary international law should not be used to displace the terms of 

the treaty.  (Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 404-407; Reisman Report ¶¶ 18-40 (Ex. R-102)). 
 
• The ordinary meaning of the term “cure the breach,” as used in Article XIV(22), means to eliminate or 

remove the breach. (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 354; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 408; Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 
229).  The U.S. ordinary meaning arguments are unpersuasive because “remove”, “remedy” and “has 
breached” do not connote full reparation as the United States asserts.  (Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 409-410; 
Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 228-233). 

 
• The language and context of Article XIV show that when the drafters of the SLA intended measures to 

apply retroactively, they did so expressly either through the use of the word “retroactive” or by using 
language that evinces a retroactive intent. The drafters omitted retroactive language from paragraphs 
22 and 24 of Article XIV, and thus did not provide that either curing the breach or applying 
compensatory adjustments should redress the effects of a breach that occur prior to the end of the 
reasonable period of time.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 355-359; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 420-424; Canada 
Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 234). 

 
• Paragraphs 22-24 of Article XIV provide rules that function logically for a prospective remedy system, 

but that are ill-suited to a system intended to remedy past breaches. (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 356-362; 
Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 411-417). 

 
• The concept of a reasonable period of time, which originated in WTO dispute resolution, is designed to 

encourage prospective compliance with a Party’s obligations, makes sense in a prospective-only 
system, but serves no purpose in a regime providing reparation for the past consequences of a 
breach.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 363; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 429).  The United States has been unable to 
explain why the SLA provides for a reasonable period of time to cure the breach. (Canada Post-
Hearing Brief ¶¶ 235-236). 

 
• The limitation of the SLA’s remedy to adjustments to the export measures supports Canada’s 

interpretation because adjustments to export measures are well suited to encourage prospective 
compliance, but are a poor mechanism for providing compensation for past harm.  In dispute 
settlement systems focused on redressing past harm, such as investor-state systems, the normal 
remedy is cash compensation.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 237; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 418-419).   

 
• The fact that the SLA does not provide for cash compensation supports Canada’s view that the SLA 

was not designed to address past consequences.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 364-365; Canada Post-
Hearing Brief ¶¶ 240-241).  According to Professor Reisman, “{i}f the SLA intended to provide for 
reparation, as understood under customary international law, namely reparation for injury already 
caused by the breach, it is reasonable to assume that the Parties, both of which are seasoned 
international actors with extensive experience in the conclusion of international agreements, would 
have crafted more effective mechanisms for reparation.  (Reisman Report ¶ 38 (Ex. R-102)). 

 
• The structure of the SLA indicates that it was modeled after the prospective remedy dispute resolution 

systems of the WTO and NAFTA Chapter 20.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 366-375; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 
427-437).  Although some of the language in the SLA is different from the WTO and NAFTA, these two 
systems also use different language from each other, yet both are still prospective remedy regimes. 
(Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 238-239; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 428).  The SLA is no less specifically 
prospective than the language of the WTO and NAFTA Chapter 20. 

 



 

 

 

4.          Whether Benefits Provided to Pulp and Paper Mills Should Be Considered as Benefits to 
Softwood Lumber Producers and, if So, in What Amount? 

 
• Benefits provided to pulp and paper mills are not benefits to softwood lumber producers.  The U.S. 

inclusion of these benefits is not appropriate under the Agreement.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 416-423; 
Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 552-556). 

 
• The treatment of a dollar of benefit to pulp and paper operations as if it were provided to sawmill 

operations is incorrect as a matter of law.  Article XVII(2) applies only to “producers or exporters of 
Softwood Lumber Products.”  Pulp and paper operations are not “producers or exporters of Softwood 
Lumber Products.”  (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 393).  Benefits provided to pulp and paper operations are not 
“provided on a de jure or de facto basis to producers or exporters of Canadian Softwood Lumber 
Products” and therefore do not reduce or offset the Export Measures.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 
252; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 557-563).   

 
• The ordinary meaning of the terms “provided to producers or exporters of softwood lumber,” in the 

context of the SLA plainly refers to benefits provided on account of the recipient being a producer or 
exporter of softwood lumber. (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 247-248; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 565-570). 

 
• The context of the SLA supports Canada’s interpretation because the SLA exclusively regulates trade 

in softwood lumber, the export measures apply to softwood lumber and the cases terminated or settled 
by the SLA related exclusively to softwood lumber.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 249). 

 
• The United States has not demonstrated that benefits awarded to pulp mills are both cause-in-fact and 

a proximate cause of an offset or reduction of the export measures.  (Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 
252; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 571-595). 

 
• The treatment of a benefit to pulp and paper operations as an equivalent benefit to sawmill operations 

is also wrong as a matter of economics.  Professor Kalt examined in detail the markets for sawmill 
byproducts and collected evidence regarding pulp mill purchasing practice.  Based on this 
examination, Professor Kalt concluded that there is no evidence that government benefits to pulp and 
paper operations have a meaningful effect on the production and export of softwood lumber. (Stmt. of 
Defence ¶¶ 390,393, 416-428; Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 552-595; Kalt Report ¶¶ 57-61, 71, 74-77 (Ex. R-
2); Kalt Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 7, 51-72 (Ex. R-101); Kalt Second Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 16-19, 50-56, 69, 
pages 48-49 (Ex. R-148); Reilly Report ¶¶ 33-36 (Ex. R-6); Tr. vol. 4-A, 1024:22-1047:13). 

 
• Neither Mr. Beck nor Professor Topel demonstrated the validity of their assertions that a benefit going 

to pulp and paper operations should be treated as going to softwood lumber operations.  (Kalt Second 
Rebuttal Report ¶ 17 (Ex. R-148)). 

 
• Even if the pulp and paper producer is related through ownership to a softwood lumber producer, there 

is no empirical or evidentiary basis to find that any benefits specifically directed to pulp and paper 
production would be diverted to the related softwood lumber operations or induce any additional 
investment in softwood lumber operations.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 390, 424-428; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 
564, Kalt Report ¶¶ 50-52 (Ex. R-2)).  Even where a pulp and paper operation is vertically integrated 
with an upstream sawmill operation that yields chips as inputs to the downstream pulp and paper 
operation, benefits provided to the pulp mill cannot be presumed to incentivize the sawmill to produce 
additional lumber in order to supply additional chips to that pulp mill.  (Kalt Report ¶¶ 59-60 (Ex. R-2)). 

 
 



 

 

 

5.          Whether the Value of Government Loans and Loan Guarantees Should Be Calculated 
According to Standard Practice, or According to Mr. Beck’s Methodology? 

 
• The appropriate measure of the benefit of a government-provided loan or loan guarantee is the 

difference between the actual rate that the borrower paid and the market rate that the borrower 
would have paid absent the government loan or loan guarantee.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 390; 
Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 280; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 604).  Professor Kalt, Professor Topel, 
and Mr. Reilly all agree that this is the proper measure. (Kalt Rebuttal Report ¶ 11-13, 20-21 (Ex. 
R-101); Reilly Rebuttal Report ¶ 12 (Ex. R-144); Reilly Surrebuttal Report ¶ 7 (Ex. R-149); Tr. vol. 
1-B, 252:1-11; Topel Response Report ¶ 16)).  
 

• Mr. Beck acknowledges the comparison of the government loan or loan guarantee to what the 
market would provide is the accepted method of valuation, but the United States and Mr. Beck 
claim that the appropriate measure of the benefit provided by a loan or loan guarantee under the 
“low case” alternative is the total amount of the loan, as if the loan or loan guarantee were a grant 
of the principal amount.  (Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 596-598; Reilly Report ¶ 40 (Ex. R-6); Canada 
Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 270; Kalt Report ¶ 68 (Ex. R-2); Kalt Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 22-24 (Ex. R-101); 
Kalt Second Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 7-10, 27-34 (Ex. R-148)).  According to Mr. Beck, this departure 
from the accepted method of valuation is justified because, in his opinion, the loans would not 
have been obtained without the government assistance.  Even if the loans would not have been 
obtained without government support, this would not justify valuing loans and loan guarantees at 
the principal amount of the loan. 

 
• Loans and loan guarantees should not be valued at the principal amount of the loan because, 

unlike grants, the loans must be repaid.  Whether the loan is from the provincial government or 
guaranteed by the provincial government does not relieve the borrower of its obligation to repay 
the loan at the agreed terms.  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 390, 432-435; Canada Rejoinder ¶ 602). 

 
• If a government program supports a firm’s borrowing and investing by holding down the cost of 

that borrowing and investing relative to the marketplace absent the program, it remains the case 
that loan principal amounts taken on by the firm and/or total investment expenditures are costs, 
not benefits.  Loan obligations are liabilities to the borrowing firm, and company investment funds 
spent to purchase new equipment and the like represent the costs borne to make such 
purchases.  (Kalt Second Rebuttal Report ¶ 10 (Ex. R-148)). 

 
• For the Ontario projects, Mr. Reilly demonstrated that financing was available for the Ontario 

projects.  He calculated the appropriate benefit amount using the widely recognized standard 
methodology to determine the benefit (if any) from a government loan guarantee – comparison to 
market rates without such guarantees.  (Reilly Report ¶¶ 40-46 (Ex. R-6); Stmt. of Defence ¶ 439; 
Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 276). 

 
 



 

 

 

6.         Whether the Value of a Benefit Is the Amount Provided by the Government, or the Entire 
Investment Amount Associated With Each Grant, Loan, or Loan Guarantee? 

 
• There is no justification for the inclusion of full investment amount as the value of the benefit 

provided to softwood lumber producers under the Challenged Programs.  Even if a project would 
not have gone forward but for the benefits provided for that project by the government, private 
investment in that project is not a benefit provided by the government, nor can such private 
investment be attributed to the government.  (Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 500-530; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 
407-410; Canada Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 281-282). 

 
• The U.S. approach is contrary to the international law of state responsibility because it counts as 

a government benefit the funds contributed by other investors and lenders and even the recipient 
itself.  Canada is only responsible for state action and is not liable for private conduct unless that 
conduct is caused by state action.  (Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 503-551). 

 
• Both Professor Kalt and Professor Topel value government benefits using standard economic 

comparisons to market standards.  (Kalt Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 11-13, 20-21 (Ex. R-101)).   
 
• Both Professor Kalt and Professor Topel, in their respective economic models, incorporate the 

portion of new capital investment to the industry that resulted from the benefits under the 
Challenged Programs. (Tr. vol. 3, 783:19-787:11). 

 
• Proof that a project would not go forward but for the provision of government benefits never 

justifies valuing the government benefits as the entire value of the project, but the United States 
has not in any case proven that projects would not have been undertaken but for government 
benefits. 

 
• Mr. Reilly carried out a case-by-case analysis of each of the Ontario projects and concluded that 

each could have gone forward without government support because they would have been able 
to obtain financing as a result of the profitability projections. (Canada Rejoinder ¶ 603; Tr. vol. 3, 
544:16-546:13; Reilly Report ¶¶ 47-52 (Ex. R-6); Reilly Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 13-28 (Ex. R-144); 
Reilly Second Rebuttal Report ¶¶ 10-33 (Ex. R-149)). 

 
• There is a wide-range of alternative project-financing options available to softwood lumber 

producers to support proposed investments.  (Reilly Surrebuttal Report ¶¶ 28-29 (Ex. R-149)). 
 

• Even if a company was found not to be creditworthy, which has not been shown, the value of the 
benefit would not be the entire investment amount.  A commercial benchmark based on an 
appropriate default rate and the actual risk level of the specific company at issue would be used. 
(Canada Rejoinder ¶¶ 362-365). 

 
 
 
 



ANNEX II 

LCIA 81010 LIABILITY DECISION-POINTS 

* Denotes only remaining issues under dispute. 

Liability Decision Points 
Program 

No Benefit Safe Harbor 2(a) Safe Harbor 2(b) Safe Harbor 2(c) 

Ontario 

Loan 
Guarantee 
Program 

  • Same form since July 1, 2006:  The form – i.e., the 
mandatory parameters of the program – consists of 
the disbursement of funds in the form of loan 
guarantees, the eligible funding recipients, 
geographic eligibility requirements, eligible 
investments, nature of investments, term, rate, 
amount, and administrative fee of the program.  
These have not changed since July 1, 2006.  (The 
U.S. is not disputing that the form has changed since 
July 1, 2006.)  (Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 72-76.) 

• Same total aggregate amount since July 1, 2006:  
The total funding of the LGP has not changed from 
the $350 million on July 1, 2006.  (The U.S. is not 
disputing that the total aggregate amount has 
changed.)  (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 73.) 

• * The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis:  The provision of benefits is 
constrained by all the mandatory program 
parameters.  The loan guarantee program has 
accepted all applications meeting the program 
parameters.  The only application that was rejected 
was because it failed to meet the mandatory 
program parameters.  The clear record is that the 
administrators did not in fact use the supplementary 
guidelines and did not in fact exercise judgment.  
Every government official at every stage of the 
review process used only the mandatory criteria. 
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 47-52, 63; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 75-87, 96-100; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 118-
120.) 

 

FSPF   • Same form since July 1, 2006:  The form – i.e., the 
mandatory parameters of the program – consists of 
the  disbursement of funds in the form of grants, 
eligible funding recipients, geographic eligibility 
requirements, eligible investments, nature of 
investments, minimum value of project requirement, 
and the maximum amount of funding.  These have 
not changed since July 1, 2006.  (The U.S. is no 
longer disputing that form has changed.)  (Stmt. of 
Defence ¶¶ 77-81.) 

 



 

* Denotes only remaining issues under dispute. 

Liability Decision Points 
Program 

No Benefit Safe Harbor 2(a) Safe Harbor 2(b) Safe Harbor 2(c) 

• Same total aggregate amount since July 1, 2006:  
The total programmatic amount of $150 million has 
not changed since July 1, 2006.  (The U.S. is no 
longer disputing that aggregate amount has 
changed.)  (Stmt. of Defence ¶ 78.) 

• * The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis:  The provision of benefits is 
constrained by all the mandatory program 
parameters.  The FSPF has accepted all applications 
meeting the program parameters.  The only 
applications that were rejected failed to meet the 
mandatory program parameters.  The clear record is 
that the administrators did not in fact use the 
supplementary guidelines and did not in fact exercise 
judgment.  Every government official at every stage 
of the review process used only the mandatory 
criteria.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 47-52, 63; Rejoinder 
in Rebuttal ¶¶ 75-95; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 118-120.) 

Ontario 
Roads 

 • * Provincial Forest Management 
System:  Forest road planning, 
construction and maintenance on Crown-
owned, publicly accessible roads is 
currently and has been for decades an 
integral part of Ontario’s forest 
management system.  Forest management 
systems in the United States also include 
these elements.  The SLA in no way 
prohibits the government from utilizing cost-
sharing arrangements to manage provincial 
forests as efficiently and effectively as 
possible, and the allocation of costs and 
responsibilities associated with forest 
management activities—through cost-
sharing or otherwise—unquestionably 
forms a part of the provincial forest 
management system. The program reflects 
the current balance of rights and obligations 
between tenure holders and the Crown.  
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 77-89; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 166-175; Stmt. of Defence 
¶¶ 124-155.) 

• In existence on July 1, 2006:  The 
program was initially approved by the 
Ontario Cabinet and announced by the 
Minister of Natural Resources in September 

• * Administered on July 1, 2006:  The SLA does 
not contain an independent “administration” 
requirement in Article XVII(2)(b).  Nonetheless, the 
Government of Ontario’s Ministry of Natural 
Resources was engaged in a variety of 
managerial/administrative activities relating to the 
program throughout all of FY 2006-07, which ran 
from April 1, 2006 – March 31, 2007, as evidenced 
by e-mails from program administrators, meetings, 
teleconferences and workshops discussing the 
details of the program and the preparation of various 
program documents.  The term of the agreements 
that govern the program for FY 2006-07 is from April 
1, 2006 – March 31, 2007 and permit 
reimbursement for eligible activities that occurred 
during this entire period.  Administered does not 
mean to dispense or supply in the context of the 
SLA; the provision was not intended to address 
dispensing or supplying “programs.”  Only the 
primary definition of “administered” — meaning 
“managed” or “carried on” — which the United 
States also applied up until the hearing, is 
consistent with the syntax in Article XVII(2)(b).  
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 90-98; Rejoinder in Rebuttal 
¶¶ 181-202.) 

• Same form since July 1, 2006:  The form of the 
program is the same as existed and was 

 



 

* Denotes only remaining issues under dispute. 

Liability Decision Points 
Program 

No Benefit Safe Harbor 2(a) Safe Harbor 2(b) Safe Harbor 2(c) 

2005.  The FY 2006-07 program, including 
its increased funding level, was approved 
by Cabinet and announced by Ontario’s 
Premier in February 2006.  (Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal  149-150, 179-180; Stmt. of 
Defence  156-157.) 

administered on July 1, 2006.  The relevant 
parameters of this program (i.e., the reimbursement 
of eligible construction and maintenance activities 
on approved primary and secondary forest 
management plan roads) were approved by Cabinet 
and announced by the Premier in February 2006.  
These basic parameters remained consistent 
throughout FY 2006-07 and remain consistent to 
this day.  (Stmt. of Defence  164-184.) 

• Same total aggregate amount since July 1, 2006:  
The total aggregate amount of the program (i.e., $75 
million annually) was approved by Cabinet and 
announced by the Premier in February 2006.  The 
program was funded at this level for FY 2006-07 
and continues to be funded at this level.  (Stmt. of 
Defence  185-188.) 

• The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis:  The program is highly 
constrained in its distribution of funds.  Funding is 
designated for each management unit based on a 
specific allocation formula and the program 
administrators cannot select other industries to 
receive funding.  (Rejoinder in Rebuttal  176-177; 
Stmt. of Defence  162-163.) 

Québec 

Capital Tax 
Credit 

  • In existence on July 1, 2006: Parliamentary 
convention and controlling law brought the increased 
credit immediately into existence upon its 
announcement in the March 2006 budget speech. 
The same convention and legal regime allowed 
Canada to put the export taxes required by the SLA 
into effect in October 2006 immediately upon signing 
of the SLA, even though legislation ratifying the tax 
measure was not enacted until December 2006.  
(Post-Hearing Brief, Annex IV, ¶ 10, pg.179; 
Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 218-220). Documentary 
evidence established that taxpayers acted on the 
newly increased credit by increasing their capital 
purchases immediately after it was announced in 
March 2006 and that Revenu Québec processed 
those credit claims prior to legislative ratification. 
(Post-Hearing Brief ¶ 153). 

• Administered on July 1, 2006:  Claims for the 

 



 

* Denotes only remaining issues under dispute. 

Liability Decision Points 
Program 

No Benefit Safe Harbor 2(a) Safe Harbor 2(b) Safe Harbor 2(c) 

credit were submitted after the March 2006 
announcement.  Revenue Québec made the 
necessary adjustments and was ready and 
authorized to process the 15% capital tax credit 
claims before July 1, 2006.  Companies claimed the 
credit at the higher 15% rate for capital expenditures 
made the day after the budget speech. (Post-
Hearing Brief ¶¶ 151-152 and Annex IV, ¶ 9; 
Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 223-224; Stmt. of Defence 
¶¶ 291-292). 

• Same form since July 1, 2006:  The program, a 5%  
tax credit for capital expenditures  was established in 
2005.  In March 2006 the amount of the credit was 
increased to 15% for companies in the forestry 
sector. (The U.S. does not dispute this).  (Rejoinder 
in Rebuttal ¶ 210).  The measure was in existence 
on July 1, 2006.  In Québec, a tax measure has 
immediate effect upon announcement.  The increase 
in the capital tax credit was announced in March 
2006.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 146-56; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 212-220; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 286-287). 

• Same Total aggregate amount since July 1, 2006:  
The rate of the tax credit, 15%, did not change after 
July 1, 2006.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 146-56; 
Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶ 210). 

• The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis:  The capital tax credit program 
is narrowly and objectively constrained. A taxpayer is 
entitled to a credit upon submission of valid 
expenses and a corporate tax identification number. 

Silviculture 
Credits 
($135m) 

 • Provincial Timber Pricing System:  
Québec’s methodology for calculating 
stumpage dues is a “provincial timber 
pricing system.”  That system has long (20+ 
yrs) included credits that can be used to 
pay stumpage charges and stumpage dues 
have long included costs borne by industry 
as a result of obligations imposed on public 
land operations. (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 
136-38; Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 228, 232-
34). 

• In existence July 1, 2006:  The measures 
consist of new and enhanced silviculture 
credits, and an adjustment to the stumpage 
formula, that were announced in the Budget 

  



 

* Denotes only remaining issues under dispute. 

Liability Decision Points 
Program 

No Benefit Safe Harbor 2(a) Safe Harbor 2(b) Safe Harbor 2(c) 

Plan on March 23, 2006 and were 
incorporated into Québec’s timber pricing 
system in April and May 2006, prior to July 
1, 2006.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 142-45; 
Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 228, 231, and Ex. 
R-125, Adam Statement ¶¶ 7-19).  Each 
year, revised silviculture credit schedules 
are published in the form of Ministerial 
Orders. The March 2006 and May 2006 MO 
updates are the measures targeted by the 
United States under this heading. 
Documentary and testimonial evidence 
establish that the new credits schedules 
went into effect prior to July 1, 2006 and 
that the new credits were claimed and 
applied prior to July 1, 2006. (Post-Hearing 
Brief  ¶¶ 232-34). 

Silviculture  
Investments

($75m) 

• Not a grant or other benefit to 
softwood lumber industry.  In the 
March 23, 2006 budget speech 
added an additional $75m to the 
budget for the Ministry of National 
Resources (MRNF) for increased 
silvicultural activities, especially in 
hardwood stands. The monies are 
for the MRNF’s functions. No funds 
were distributed to softwood 
lumber producers.  (Post-Hearing 
Brief, ¶¶ 107-08; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 238-245; Stmt. of 
Defence ¶¶ 208-211, Ex. R-4, 
Trottier Stmt). 

• None of the silviculture activities of 
MRNF relieve the softwood lumber 
industry of its silvicultural 
obligations or cost.  (Post-Hearing 
Brief, ¶¶ 107-08; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 238-245; Stmt. of 
Defence ¶¶ 208-211; Ex. R-4, 
Trottier Stmt). 

• Canada provided the United States 
with more than 3,000 pages of 
invoices, contracts, vouchers, 
reports, and other documents 
detailing expenditures under this 
investment program. The U.S. has 

  • Program for the purpose of 
forest or environmental 
management, protection or 
conservation:  Purpose of 
the $75m for MRNF is to 
increase the supply of 
seedlings, support 
reforestation in forest reserves 
and parks, and provide 
support to regional agencies 
to encourage silivicultural 
investment on private lands.  
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 109-
10; Stmt. of Defence ¶ 209). 

• Does not counteract 
movement toward market 
pricing: Nothing of value was 
provided to producers or 
exporters of softwood lumber.  
(Stmt. of Defence ¶ 210).  
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not identified a single softwood 
lumber producer as having 
received any funding, much less 
any benefit. Those documents 
confirm M. Trottier’s testimony that 
no benefits were provided. (Post-
Hearing Brief ¶¶ 241-244). 

SOPFIM/ 
SOPFEU 

• As owner of the forest, Québec is 
responsible for the suppression of 
forest fires and protection of the 
forests against disease and insect 
infestations. Charging industry for a 
share of its expenses was a 
government imposition. Removing 
that imposition restored the full 
responsibility to the landowner, it is 
not the bestowal of a benefit and it 
is not the removal of a natural cost.  
Restoring the status quo ante does 
not provide a benefit. (Post-
Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 171-73; Ex. R-3, 
Adam Statement, ¶ 22). 

• The costs of fighting forest fires 
and controlling pests are variables 
in Québec’s timber pricing system 
that reduce timber prices by the 
amount of those charges. After the 
charges were removed, the timber 
pricing system was modified to 
eliminate that charge from the 
public price, which caused  an 
increase in public stumpage rates 
(the fees charged for the right to 
harvest standing timber) in 
Québec.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 
171-73; Rejoinder in Rebuttal 
¶ 253; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 269-
270). 

• Modification to Timber Pricing System:  
Intervention charges or assessments for 
SOPFIM and SOPFEU were specific 
elements (“data, variables”) in Québec’s 
timber pricing system as it existed on July 
1, 2006.  The adjustments of these 
variables in response to changes in the 
costs borne by industry were modifications 
to a provincial timber pricing system “to 
reflect market conditions, including prices 
and costs.”  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 174-78; 
Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶ 253-54; Stmt. of 
Defence ¶ 270-72). 

• In existence July 1, 2006:  Québec’s 
timber pricing system has been in effect for 
more than 20 years.  (Post-Hearing Brief, 
¶¶ 175; Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 252, 261). 

  

Forestry 
Fund 

• The Forest Act requires the 
Gouvernement du Québec to make 
tree seedlings available for planting 
on public land. In the mid-1990s, 
the Gouvernement du Québec 
began charging a fee to cover a 

• Provincial Timber Pricing System:  
Inclusion of industry payments to the Forest 
Fund for seedling purchases and 
production into the cost element used in the 
parity calculation has been a part of 
Québec’s timber pricing system since 1996, 
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portion of the cost of meeting its 
legal obligation to provide 
seedlings. Removing the charge 
restored the status quo ante, it did 
not confer a benefit.  (Ex. R-3, 
Adam Statement, ¶ 23). 

•  When the Forestry Fund 
assessment was created a parallel 
cost variable was added to 
Québec’s timber pricing system. 
When that assessment was 
removed effective January 2007, 
the relevant variable in the pricing 
system was revised to reflect that 
the industry no longer contributes 
to the forestry fund.  (Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶ 253; Stmt. of Defence 
¶ 278). 

 

when the Forestry Fund was created.  
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶ 180; Stmt. of 
Defence ¶ 277). 

• Modification to Forest Management 
System:  Carrying out silivicultural 
treatments, including reforestation, is 
expressly included in the definition of “forest 
management” in Québec’s Forest Act and 
is part of Québec’s forest management 
system. After the October 2006 
announcement of the elimination of the 
requirement for the industry to pay for tree 
seedling purchases and production, a 
modification of the timber pricing system 
(the parity calculation) was made to 
“maintain or improve the extent to which 
stumpage charges reflect market 
conditions, including prices and costs.”  
(Post-Hearing Brief, ¶ 180-81; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶ 263; Stmt. of Defence ¶ 273, 
280). 

Quebec Tax 
Credit for 

Road 
Building 

• By law, roads built on public land 
are the property of the 
Gouvernement du Québec, serve 
multiple purposes, and are open 
to all users. Québec has long 
paid for the acquisition of these 
roads by recognizing the actual 
cost of building roads in the 
pricing of timber. There is no 
allegation that Québec overpays 
for roads. The acquisition of a 
public asset at a fair price does 
not confer a benefit. (Post-
Hearing Brief, ¶ 158; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 288-290). 

• Costs of building and maintaining 
forest roads is a variable in 
Québec’s timber pricing system.  
The announcement and 
immediate availability of the road 
credit led to an increase in public 
stumpage rates in Québec.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 267-
270, 285; Stmt. of Defence 
¶¶ 214-221). 

• Modification to Provincial Timber Pricing 
System:  Québec’s parity technique for 
calculating the stumpage dues is a part of 
its timber pricing system.  The cost of road 
building is one of the variables in the parity 
technique and Québec’s timber pricing 
system.  A change in the cost of road 
building required that the cost variable in 
Québec’s timber pricing system be 
modified.  This modification maintains the 
extent to which stumpage charges reflect 
market conditions.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 
160-61; Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 267-270; 
Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 219, 223-227). 

• Provincial Forest Management System:  
Roads historically have been a component 
of Québec’s forest management system.  
The Coulombe Commission recommended 
the extension of the forest access road 
network to improve the management of 
Québec’s public forests.  (Post-Hearing 
Brief, ¶ 159; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 228-231). 

• In existence July 1, 2006:  Within Québec, 
a tax measure has immediate effect upon 
announcement.  The Road Credit was 

• Existed and administered on July 1, 2006:  
Parliamentary convention brought the credit 
immediately into existence upon its announcement in 
the March 2006 budget speech. MRNF developed 
eligibility rules and criteria, drafted program-related 
materials and information, publicized the program to 
the industry, and prepared forms verifying eligibility 
and began processing applicant forms prior to July 1, 
2006.  (Post-Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 162-65; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶ 273; Stmt. of Defence, ¶¶ 248-251). 

• Same form since July 1, 2006:  The form, a tax 
credit, has not changed since July 1, 2006.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶ 281).  The measure was in 
existence July 1, 2006.  Because of Québec’s 
parliamentary form of government, tax measures 
have immediate effect upon announcement.  The 
road credit was announced in March 2006.  (Post-
Hearing Brief, ¶¶ 162-65; Rejoinder in Rebuttal 
¶¶ 203-204, 209; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 233, 237-244). 

• The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis: The road credit program is 
narrowly constrained because it entitles a taxpayer 
to a credit upon submission of valid invoices and a 
corporate tax identification number.  (Stmt. of 

• Program for the purpose of 
forest or environmental 
management, protection or 
conservation:  The road 
credit was developed by 
Québec’s MRNF, in response 
to the Coulombe 
Commission’s 
recommendations, for the 
purpose of improving the 
distribution of harvesting 
areas and enhancing access 
to forest resources by multiple 
users, including improving 
accessibility for fire-fighting, 
pest control, and silviculture 
activities.  (Post-Hearing 
Brief, ¶¶ 162-65; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶ 283; Stmt. of 
Defence ¶¶ 253-259). 

• Does not counteract 
movement toward market 
pricing:  Québec’s timber 
pricing system ensures that a 
reduction in the cost of road 
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announced in March 2006.  (Post-Hearing 
Brief, ¶¶ 162-65; Rejoinder in Rebuttal 
¶¶ 203-204, 209; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 237-
244). 

• Initial Credit (40%) – In March 2006 
Québec announced and administered 
immediately a 40% credit for the 
construction and maintenance of forest 
access roads (which do not include so-
called harvesting roads). Québec’s parity 
formula was modified so that public 
stumpage rates would reflect the new credit 
starting April 1, 2006 (those rates became 
higher than they otherwise would have 
been). The 40% credit existed and was 
administered, and was part of Québec’s 
timber pricing system prior to July 1, 2006. 
(Post-Hearing Brief ¶¶ 160-63; Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal ¶¶ 267-70.) 

• Increased Credit (90%) – In October 2006 
the road building tax credit was increased 
from 40% to 90%. Because timber prices 
(stumpage) are established once a year 
starting in April, the parity adjustment to 
account for this change did not take effect 
until April 1, 2007. That change caused 
timber prices to be higher than they 
otherwise would have been. (Post-Hearing 
Brief ¶¶ 160-63; Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 
267-270; Ex. R-3, Adam Statement ¶¶ 25-
28). 

Defence ¶ 235). 

 

building results in higher 
stumpage charges  (Rejoinder 
in Rebuttal ¶¶ 266-270, 284; 
Stmt. of Defence ¶ 260). 

• Québec’s parity system was 
modified to account for the 
change in costs associated 
with this measure.  (Rejoinder 
in Rebuttal ¶¶ 267-268; Stmt. 
of Defence ¶ 260).   

PSIF • The United States has failed to 
identify a single PSIF loan made on 
non-commercial terms to a 
softwood lumber producer or 
exporter subject to the SLA.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal ¶¶ 301-03,  
316-321, 329-338; Stmt. of 
Defence, ¶  313; Kalt Second 
Rebuttal, ¶ 20). 

• The United States has conceded 
that (except for a small number of 
interest-free loans) PSIF loans 
were made at commercial rates.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 335-37, 
344-45; Beck Rebuttal ¶ 170 & 

 • Existed and administered on July 1, 2006: 
Gouvernement du Québec officials were engaged in 
a variety of managerial and administrative activities 
relating to the program from prior to its 
announcement in the March 2006 Budget Speech.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 375-78; Stmt. of Defence 
¶¶ 314-15; Beck Report, Attach. U, § 6 at 7). 

• Same form since July 1, 2006: Funding under PSIF 
has always been in the form of loans and loan 
guarantees and has always been directed at the 
forest sector.  (Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 375-78; 
Stmt. of Defence ¶¶  314-15; Beck Report, Attach. U, 
§ 6 at 7).  The measure was in existence July 1, 
2006: PSIF was established in the Québec Budget 
Speech of March 2006. (Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 
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Attach. BS at QC-001319). 

• The United States has failed to 
identify a single interest-free loan 
that was provided to a softwood 
lumber producer or exporter 
subject to the SLA.  (Rejoinder in 
Rebuttal, ¶¶ 311-312, 335-37, 344-
45). 

• The United States has failed to 
demonstrate that a single PSIF 
loan was provided to a company 
that was not creditworthy.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 354-65). 

• The United States has failed to 
demonstrate that any private 
financing was induced, coerced, or 
otherwise entrusted or directed by 
the Gouvernement du Québec.  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 346-47, 
366-70). 

• Mr. Beck did not understand the 
risk evaluation performed by IQ 
and acknowledged that he based 
his conclusions regarding PSIF 
loans on that erroneous 
understanding. (Tr. vol. 2, 471:6-7 
and 12-13). U.S. counsel later 
confirmed that Mr. Beck did not 
understand the risk assessment 
evaluation performed by IQ. (U.S. 
Post-Hearing Brief at ¶121, Tr. vol. 
4-A, 850:7-16, 851: 2-5, and 853:1-
4). 

• Mr. Beck and U.S. counsel have 
created labels for risk categories 
such as “High Risk” and “Very High 
Risk” that do not appear in the 
actual documents cited.  Neither 
Mr. Beck nor U.S. counsel have 
explained why the labels it created 
are accurate based on the actual 
documents cited.  (U.S. Post-
Hearing Brief at ¶122 and Tr. vol 2, 
471:11-13). 

• The United States relies on 
circumstantial evidence that is 

375-378; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 314-315; Beck Report, 
Attach. U, § 6 at 7). 

• Same total aggregate amount since July 1, 2006: 
Budgeted for $425 million at its inception in March 
2006, the PSIF funding remains at $425 million  
(Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶ 376; Stmt. of Defence ¶ 
315). 

• The Program provides benefits on a non-
discretionary basis: The PSIF has mandatory 
parameters for eligibility.  As noted by the United 
States and its expert, these criteria include but, are 
not limited to, a sound financial structure, adequate 
management, qualified staff and a solid organization. 
No loan or loan guarantee has been provided to a 
company that failed to meet these criteria although 
companies that have met them and have been 
offered funding have declined and obtained financing 
from private sources.  (Rejoinder in Rebuttal, ¶¶ 375-
378; Stmt. of Defence ¶¶ 301, 314-315; see also 
Beck Report at 56 and US Statement of Case at 
¶105). 
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misconstrued, taken out of context, 
or wholly irrelevant to support its 
benefit claims. None of the 
information taken in whole or in 
part addresses the decision to be 
decided by the Tribunal – whether 
a PSIF loan in fact conferred a 
benefit to a producer or exporter of 
Softwood Lumber Products. (U.S. 
Post-Hearing Brief at ¶¶123-26; 
compare Statement of Defense at 
¶¶327-31 and Canada Rejoinder at 
¶¶348-53). 

• Because the United States and Mr. 
Beck have refused to apply the 
accepted methodology for 
determining whether a loan 
conferred a benefit, there is no 
record evidence of an appropriate 
commercial benchmark by which 
the Tribunal can consider the U.S. 
allegations and determine whether 
in fact the softwood lumber 
producers that received PSIF loans 
and are included in the U.S. 
remedy requests received a 
benefit.  (Post-Hearing Brief, Annex 
1, ¶ 16). 

 




